Under the magnifying
glass
Heraldic pedigree roll of John ap William ap Dafydd of Eyarth Uchaf, Llanfair
Dyffryn Clwyd, Denbighshire
Penrhos I / 546
As part of the ‘Documents and Sources’ module in the School of History, Philosophy and
Social Sciences, a group of medieval and early-modern postgraduate students was recently
invited to the University Archives and Special Collections to undertake an initial analysis of
this 16th century pedigree roll, under the supervision of Dr Shaun Evans of the Institute for
the Study of Welsh Estates.
In his survey of Welsh Pedigree Rolls Michael Siddons demonstrated that these items were
increasingly popular amongst the gentry of 16th century Wales. The Eyarth Uchaf roll is one
of two fine 16th century rolls in the University Archives, the other being the Welsh-language
pedigree produced for Dafydd Salbri (or Salusbury) by the famous herald-poet Wiliam Cynwal in 1570. Like many others from the period, the Eyarth Uchaf roll is extensive, measuring
1063cm in length. The identity of its compiler is unknown, but it is written in English, with the
exception of the family motto: Sustine ac abstine (‘endure and abstain’). It was around this
time when the bardic order lost its monopoly over commissions for Welsh heraldic and genealogical products.
It incorporates a series of coloured heraldic shields, signifying the marriages in John ap
William’s ancestry, stretching back centuries through Welsh and British history as far as
Brutus, King of the Trojans, as immortalised by the 12th century works of Geoffrey of Monmouth. Further evidence of the continued influence of Monmouth’s works can be seen in
the descriptions and titles of Uther and Arthur Pendragon. The journey traced by the lineage
through history into the midst of legend is highly selective and the complier was unable to
identify or invent arms for many of the individuals named in the earliest sections of the roll
(who lived in pre-heraldic times).
The full heraldic achievement is presented at the foot of the roll, conjoining many of the
shields which had been inherited earlier in the lineage. This depiction suggests that Dafydd
Dinllaes and Edwin Tegeingl were amongst the family’s primary ancestors. Siddons gives
the arms of Dafydd Dinllaes, as borne by John ap William, as Or, a lion passant gardant in
an orle of eight roses Gules, barbed and seeded proper! In addition to the various shields,
the roll often provides comments and biographical facts about some of the individuals
named in the pedigree.
Interestingly, the roll not only features the lineage of John ap William; it also includes an
adjoining representation of the ancestry of the reigning queen, Elizabeth I. The royal arms
are displayed alongside the arms of John ap William at the foot of the pedigree, with the two
lineages reaching back from this point, eventually merging into one. We hypothesized that
this device was used to highlight the prestige of John ap William’s line, deriving from the same root as the Tudor monarchs. The roll pinpoints a common
ancestry between John’s line and that of Edward III, however it also traces the ancestry of the Tudur family and their common origins in medieval Welsh
kingship. Interestingly, the royal line appears to be compartmentalised, with the exclusion of several royal figures including Henry V, Richard III and four
of Henry VIII’s wives. The end of a line is signified by the slanting of heraldic arms or the appearance of a red cross beneath the shields.
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EXPLORE YOUR
ARCHIVE
Primary school visit by Ysgol Y Felinheli
In November last year Archives across Wales celebrated and showcased
their services and collections for Explore Your Archive week.
As part of the celebrations, the Archives and Special Collections of Bangor University, with the assistance of the Widening Access department
invited a group of pupils from Ysgol Y Felinheli to the University on the
16th of November to see a one-man-show based on the history of the
Welsh who emigrated to Patagonia over 150 years ago. Following a performance by the actor, Martin Thomas, the Archivist talked about the
documents that are held by the University relating to the Welsh Colony.
The event was be filmed by S4C and appeared as an item on the Welsh
magazine programme, Heno.

Research suggests that John ap William’s own family formed part of the Denbighshire gentry or uchelwyr. He seems to be the ancestor to the Williams
family of Eyarth Hall (the 1599 and 1606 date inscriptions at the property could relate to this family). However, they were never dominant in their locality.
You might expect such a pronouncement of affinity and attachment to the Tudor Crown to indicate a prominent office-holding career in positions such as
Justice of the Peace, but this does not seem to be the case. Indeed, the roll seems to sit at the heart of the family’s claims to status, honour and authority, based on an esteemed genealogical identity rather than wealth or office. The roll was unquestionably a mechanism for displaying and promoting the
status and identity of both John and his children.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Annual Exhibition—Celtic Studies at
Bangor
(May - December 2019)
__________________
Storiel Exhibition on Elizabeth Morgan
of Henblas
(April - June 2018)
__________________
Main Library : series of 6 small exhibits
throughout the year on the theme of
“Discovery”
__________________
Annual lecture with Dr Gareth Huws :
“Penrhos : Powerful women and the
curious tale of a Knight, a Lord and an
Honourable”.
(9 October 2019)

But how might such a cumbersome object have been used as an item of display? Who was its intended audience? In places, the roll bares evidence of
word erasures and corrections. Who undertook these changes, when and why? Furthermore, the bottom end of the roll shows evidence of considerable
wear, indicating that this part of the roll (i.e. the recent ancestry) was more often unfurled, used and viewed. Ultimately, the exact use of this roll is unclear, though we theorised that the roll could have been displayed on a long table, accounting for its absurd length, for the purposes of demonstrating the
family’s lineage and royal connections to visiting gentry, including potentially as a tool for negotiating marriage alliances. Additionally, the preservation of
the roll is evident that it was kept and valued through generations.

Secrets of the National Trust with
Alan Titchmarsh

In a one hour session we were only able to scrape the surface of the roll’s cultural significance and historical value. It has the potential to keep our researchers busy for a long time to come! Many questions arose during the course of the initial analysis, including why certain royal figures were left out of
this pedigree roll. For a roll so patently obsessed with presenting a Welsh and British ancestral identity, why was it written in English? What sources did
the complier use to construct the pedigrees? To what extent did John ap William control the commission, including the lineages traced in the roll? Even
though, at this point, we are unsure as to why and how this roll was created and used, it will give us plenty to research in the months ahead.
This article was written by Kimberly Jussila & Callum Dickson

Actor, Martin Thomas performing with pupils from Ysgol Y Felinheli

Keep an eye out for this new series on Channel 5 which
has just recently been filming in north Wales.
In January, Alan Titchmarsh visited Penrhyn Castle and
Plas Newydd and the staff of the Archives and Special
Collections were involved in assisting the researchers for
the series.
Duplicates of Penrhyn documents were also used during
the filming of the feature on the Castle.

NEW MOBILE SHELVING
FOR THE BASEMENT
STRONGROOM

YEAR OF DISCOVERY
PAGET PAPERS INTERNSHIP
Laura Patari, a 3rd year student with the School of Linguistics has been
awarded an internship opportunity arranged jointly by the Institute for the
Study of Welsh Estates (ISWE) and the Archives and Special Collections.
The intern will play a pivotal role in helping the Archives team process a new
accession, called, The Paget Papers, which has been transferred to the care
of Bangor University by the current Marquess of Anglesey. The new collection is
a natural accrual to a collection which
has been held at Bangor since 1946,
namely, the Plas Newydd Papers.
Laura will be transferring the paper catalogue onto our online database http://
calmview.bangor.ac.uk/CalmView/ and
re-packaging and boxing the vast collection over the next few months.

Thanks to The Bangor Fund for its generous donation towards the

In her capacity as Arts and Culture Editor
of Y Seren (Bangor University Students’
Union English Language Newspaper)
she will be writing about her work as an
intern and will also be expected to write
a blog to promote the research value of
the Paget Papers.

During 2019 we will be celebrating a
“Year of Discovery” and aiming to
present information about inventive
individuals, adventurous Welsh men
and women and new and exciting
resources for researchers in the Archives.
We will be doing this through our
Archive of the Month feature and in
our small exhibition case situated in
the Main Library foyer.
Already, we have drawn attention to
Professor of Electrical Engineering,
George Hartley Bryan F.R.S. (18641928), Isaiah Brookes Jones (18841907), missionary and William Jones
(1675-1749), Welsh mathematician
and pioneer.

“COLOR OUR COLLECTIONS”
Once again this year, the Archives and Special Collections at Bangor,

along with other WHELF members, has contributed 2 images from our
rare printed items towards a colouring book that can be accessed
online via the New York Academy of Medicine website http://
library.nyam.org/colorourcollections.
One of the images used was the front page of the journal “Y Punch
Cymraeg”, seen below.

Y Punch Cymraeg was first launched in 1858. This was a Welsh language satirical periodical, based on the English Punch, which ran for a short period
(1858-1860). The founders and editors were
minister, journalist and politician Evan Jones
(1836-1915) and the Patagonian pioneer
and writer, Lewis Jones (1836-1904) origi-

Lord Anglesey with Laura Patari

purchase of new racks to store archival material. These shelves will

nally from Caernarfon but living in Holyhead

soon be full of boxes containing the Paget Papers from Plas Newydd,
Anglesey.

at that time, which makes it one of AngleIN MEMORY OF THE FALLEN OF THE UNIVERSITY: 1914-1918

sey’s earliest journals.

A new online resource has been created as part of a project to learn more about former
Bangor University Students and Staff who died during the First World War. The aim of the
project was to identify all ninety seven men listed on the War Memorial Plaques located
outside the Pritchard Jones Hall and to put faces and stories to the names
Our hope was to find out who these men were, where they came from, who they served
with and how they died. The research proved challenging and required us to really dig
deep into the Archives and Library resources to identify and piece together the lives of the
individuals. Student Registers were the first resources we used to match up the names
from the plaques. Only initials and surnames are given on the memorials which meant we
had to search through thousands of names in the registers to make sure we had the right
people - in some cases identification proved impossible because some of the names were
so common and we had very little information available.
In addition to this, we searched through other University records (Committee records, Student Handbooks, Gazettes, Student photographs, Staff records, etc.) and local newspapers from the period to find out further personal details. Military databases were used to
research military careers and websites containing local War Memorial information helped
in completing the research.
In undertaking this research we also identified men whose names were not included on
the plaque – we intend to research these individuals and eventually include them in the
project. We also intend to look into the stories of the Students and Staff of the Normal College who enlisted and lost their lives during the war.
We are still piecing together the stories of the fallen and ask anyone who has any information about them to get in touch.
To access the resource, go to : https://www.bangor.ac.uk/archives/memorial/

Survey of Visitors to UK Archives 2018
Overview of Bangor University Results
The Archives participated in the biennial CIPFA Survey of Visitors to UK Archives during the month of November in 2018. The surveys provide individual archives, regions and the sector as a whole information on who our customers are and what they are using us for as well as valuable feedback on various aspects of our services.
It is widely perceived in the sector that those making use of archive services are becoming increasingly sophisticated, given the advanced resources (web sites) now available to them. In these cases the demands on archive staff grow increasingly complex and the requirement has shifted
from simply acting as a signpost to information to that of assisting them beyond this point.
We conducted our survey during a fortnight in November - the results are now in and the main findings have been revealed:






Overall satisfaction with our service is high, with an average score of 9 out of 10.




Satisfaction with online resources was positive.

The most frequent reason for visiting the Archives was to conduct academic research, followed closely by local history research.
All users surveyed were very or fairly satisfied with the new opening hours.

Satisfaction with staff was high. Scores for availability of staff, attitude of staff and for quality and appropriateness of staff’s advice were an
average 9.8 out of 10.
Satisfaction with Welsh Language provision was high, with the majority of respondents stating that they were very satisfied with the level of
bilingual services and information.
Some of the comments given include: “Very helpful in all aspects” / “Great service - very helpful as always” / “I always find the Archives a friendly
and helpful place with a good collection of original documents”
The final reports will be published later this year and will highlight the national results and trends.

